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works" cannot be relied upon for the exact form of any title, as is clear from the variant form given Frelinghuysen's other work, it does come closest on this title (Spiegel die met vlyt) to the form given in the acts of the Classis of Amsterdam.
The list as a whole affords still other useful information, including as it does works by some of Frelinghuysen's friends and other books known to have been in his library. In addition to the Spiegel, other books are included in this list which were once available but which are no longer to be found. The list interestingly reflects the pietistic theological tastes of the times and, in the absence of regular bibliographies, evidences the usefulness today of even such small pieces of scattered information. The wonder is, as one looks over the range of sources used to piece together the story of the Spiegel, that often the most useful information is found in the most unlikely places.
